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1.TOPIC:-STEERING SYSTEM 
Steering is the collection of components, linkages, etc. which allows any vehicle (car, 
motorcycle, bicycle) to follow the desired course. An exception is the case of rail transport by 
which rail tracks combined together with railroad switches (and also known as 'points' in British 
English) provide the steering function. The primary purpose of the steering system is to allow 
the driver to guide the vehicle. 
FUNCTION OF STEERING SYSTEM 
Function steering system is to set the direction of the vehicle by means of deflecting the front 
wheels.When the steering wheel is turned, the steering column will continue to swivel power 
steering gear. Rotary power steering gear enlarge it to produce a greater moment to drive the 
front wheels through the steering linkage.Basically the steering system can be divided into two, 
namely: 

 
2.TOPIC:-ACKERMANN AND DAVIS STEERING GEARS 



Ackermann and Davis steering gears have the following differences in their working; 
● Davis steering gear has sliding pairs whereas the Ackermann steering gear has turning 

pairs. 
● The sliding pairs has more friction than turning pairs, therefore , the Davis steering gear 

waers out earlier and becomes inaccurate after certain time whereas Ackermann 
steering gear is not mathematically accurate except in three positions. 

● Although Davis steering gear is mathematically accurate in all positions yet Ackermann 
steering gear is preferred to Davis steering gear. 

AKERMANN STEERING GEAR 
When a vehicle is turning, the inner front wheel needs to turn at a different angle to the outer 
because they are turning on different radii. The Ackermann steering mechanism is a geometric 
arrangement of linkages in the steering of a vehicle designed to turn the inner and outer wheels 
at the appropriate angles. 
A.STRAIGHT DRIVE 

 
B.LEFT DRIVE. 



 
DAVIS STEERING GEAR 
Davis steering gear is an exact steering gear mechanism. It has two sliding pairs and two 
turning pairs. In this mechanism, the slotted links are attached to the front wheel axle, which 
turn about two pivotal points. It has the rod and it is constrained to move in the direction of its 
length by the sliding two members. 
 
3.TOPIC :- TYPES OF STEERING GEARS 
A.WORM AND NUT STEERING GEAR 
Recirculating ball, also known as recirculating ball and nut or worm and sector, is a steering 
mechanism commonly found in older automobiles, off-road vehicles, and some trucks. 



 
B.WORM AND WHEEL STEERING GEAR 
A worm gear (or worm drive) is a specific gear composition in which a screw (worm) meshes 
with a gear/wheel similar to a spur gear. The set-up allows the user to determine rotational 
speed and also allows for higher torque to be transmitted. 

 
 

 
 


